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Never Turn Back! Engine Failure After Takeoff!



Never Turn Back!  Engine Failure After Takeoff!
 Join us as we go through an aerial exercise that
will heighten pilot awareness, increases
familiarization with the aircraft flown and build
confidence in handling critical inflight situations
during the take-off phase.   What options are
reasonable and when may a “turn back” be
feasible.    The improvement in a pilot’s
perception following the practice of this exercise
is noteworthy.  
Back by popular demand, this award winning
seminar will cover strategies for recovery from
engine failure in a single engine aircraft
immediately after takeoff.    The instructors will
cover hard data gathered from local incidents and
teach you how to use this knowledge to your
advantage if this ever happens to you.  What
factors lead up to these engine failures and what
might the pilot have done to reduce the incidents
from occurring.    We’ll cover preflight items as
well as preventative maintenance and discuss
why an ignition stress test is a far more exact and
revealing method of discovering hidden ignition
problems.  
Come on out, learn the facts and become a safer
more knowledgeable pilot.
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Directions: Aviation Drive South runs off Airport-Pulling
Road, located on the East quadrant of the Naples Municipal
Airport.

A message from the National FAASTeam Manager
Invite a fellow pilot to the next WINGS Safety Seminar in your area.

Sign up for the FAA's safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!

The FAA Safety Team (FAASTeam) is committed to providing equal access to this meeting/event for all participants. If you need
alternative formats or services because of a disability, please communicate your request as soon as possible with the person in the

“Contact Information” area of the meeting/event notice. Note that two weeks is usually required to arrange services.


